Self-help Guide for echo360 Users

How to use the Echo360
Active Learning Platform (Student)
With the Echo360 active learning platform, you can view or download the presentation which has been
posted on the platform. You can participate in the interactive activities of the presentation, take notes,
have discussion, ask questions, bookmark the content and set flags for confusing content.
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Go to your courseroom in Moodle and Click the activity “echo360”
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Click

to view the slides of the class
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You can click the
button and
to view the pervious and next
slides, repectively

Select “View” to view
the slides
OR
Select “Download
original” to download
the sides to your
personal computer
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Participate in the interactive activities in the presentation
You can answer the question in the slides by:
selecting the answers
outline the correct area
ordering the answers
enter number
enter the text
Click
OR
Click

http://www.hkbu.edu.hk

to submit your answer
to edit your submitted answer before the activity close

http://chtl.hkbu.edu.hk

https://ito.hkbu.edu.hk
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Classroom Tools
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In the presentation interface, there are severval classroom tools, you can
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1. Take notes
2. Join a discussion
3. Ask new questions in discussion
4. Bookmark content
5. Set flags for confusing content
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Note Taking
Once in a Classroom, you can take notes while viewing
the presentation. This can be particularly useful if you
make a note of an item from the class for reviewing
again.
(Note will only be shown to you only)

Discussion & Asking
You can click
to enter the discussion of the slides
If you have a question while viewing a classroom
presentation, or want to respond to a question someone
else asked about the class, click the
.

Bookmark Content
Bookmarks let you mark the locations in presentations
or videos, so you can find them quickly and easily,
without having to search through the
presentation/video.
Set Flags for confusing content
Flags let you mark locations and materials that you find
confusing or items that you feel the instructor may
need to explain further to you or the class.
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